Introduction
Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy is a life-threatening primary electrical disease with the potential of sudden cardiac death at the first manifestation of the disease. That is why it is very important to identify the disease as early as possible. In the meantime, several ECG abnormalities have been described as features of concealed arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy at the very early stage of the disease (prehistologic phase).
S-wave angle in lead V2
Daniel Cortez first described the S-wave angle in lead V2 as an early presentation of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy controlled by 66 probands without heart disease [5] . The first measurements were done by a protractor. After the initial phase, ECG's were digitalized and analyzed. At a cut-off of 12.5°, most patients could be identified as having arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy with a sensitivity of 47%, a specificity of 97%, and a negative predictive value of 65%.
Typical abnormalities in lead aVR
Stefan Peters described typical abnormalities in lead aVR in the ECG of patients with arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy controlled by 1496 probands without heart disease [6] : -Large (≥3 mm) Q wave as a marker of electroanatomic scar, -Small (≤2 mm) R wave as a marker of myocardial atrophy, -T wave inversion with an amplitude of ≤2 mm because of scar and myocardial atrophy [7] .
